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Gina glanced at Marilyn with a smile and said, “Mrs. Chaney, the
Chaney family, and the Taylor family are old family friends.We’ve been

neighbors for many years. Let’s leave the children alone. Let them deal

with their problems.” “Yes! Mrs. Chaney, my mother is right. Ann and I
want to settle this privately. The person that Ann likes is…” Ann

interrupted Steve with a smile, “Steve, the person I have liked is you!”
When Steve heard this, he glared at Ann and said angrily, “What a joke!
Ann, why don’t you call a spade a spade? Think about it, who is the
person you like?” Ann looked at Steve and said with a smile, “Steve,
what are you talking about? The person I like is obviously you.” Marilyn
frowned as she glanced at Ann.

She thought, “Why does Ann have changed so much?” Ann had always
insisted on marrying Frank. Marilyn also thought Frank was a
trustworthy person. She wanted Ann to marry Frank because Frank
would give Ann a happy life. “That’s impossible. Ann, you’re lying. The
person you like is obviously Frank. Something must have gone wrong.
We had a deal. Frank should be the one who slept with you tonight. I
don’t want to marry you.” Steve was full of evil ideas, but he had an
impulsive nature. Steve, who was furious, couldn’t have laid it on thicker.
After hearing what Steve said, Carlo frowned in displeasure. He
narrowed his eyes and glanced at the flustered Gina. He thought, “Is she
scheming against Frank again?” Carlo roared, “Don’t talk rot!”

Everyone looked at Carlo in shock.

Gina tried to smooth things over. She said with a smile, “Carlo, don’t be
angry. Steve is drugged. He’s so angry that he’s talking nonsense. Don’t



lower yourself to his level.” Steve was also very angry at himself for
being impulsive. Carlo did not know what they did to Frank. If Carlo
knew about this, he would definitely not spare Steve. The door was
suddenly opened. Everyone was shocked. They quickly turned around
and saw Frank standing in the dark light. He was handsome and had a
saturnine manner. He came in with a scowl. Gina’s eyes widened and she
was uneasy. She thought, “Why is he here so timely?” Frank swept his
gaze across the crowd, and finally, his gaze fell on Steve. He said in a
low voice, “When | passed by the door just now, I happened to hear my
name, so I came in to take a look. I didn’t expect everyone to be here!”
“Frank…” Ann looked at Frank in shock.When Frank heard this, he took
a step back in disgust. Marilyn asked, “Frank, where did you go just
now?” Frank replied indifferently, “I went back just now. I forgot to take
something, so I came back.” After hearing this, Ann and Marilyn heaved

a sigh of relief. Ann looked at Steve with tears in her eyes. She thought,
“Frank should not know what happened tonight, right?”

Or,

Why did this happen to her? Steve questioned Frank angrily, “Is it you
who did it, Frank?”
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“What do you mean?” Frank cast a glance at Steve with a disdainful look.
“You…”

Frank said in a cold voice, “I just heard you say my name. You said I
should be the one who slept with Ann. What does this mean? Did I go

back too early and miss some great fun?”



He gave Steve a wry look. When everyone heard this, they turned pale!
Marilyn glared at Ann and finally understood what was gaing on.

Only Gina was able to think of such despicable methods. However, Ann
was stupid and did as Gina said. “No! You heard wrong!” Steve was in a
hurry to explain. For the first time, he felt so embarrassed in front of
Frank.

“Since I heard it wrong, then you guys can continue chatting. I seem
redundant here.” His voice was faint and his expression was cold. Frank
turned around, smiled evilly, and walked away. He thought, “Gina, as
long as I find my mother and Jodie, it will be time for you to go to hell.”
As Steve saw Frank leave, he heaved a sigh of relief. Before he took over
the Gita Group, he could not make any mistakes. He did not have the
ability of Frank, and no one would help him except for his father, Carlo.
Steve knew how cold blooded the people in this circle were after he had
been in this circle for so many years. Carlo glanced at Gina. He knew he

owed Frank and Frank’s sister too much. Carlo knew Frank had disliked

Ann. He retracted his gaze and looked at the flustered Steve. He pursed
his lips slightly and made up his mind. Carlo looked up at the angry
Collin and said with a smile, “Collin, I think, since these two children are
in love with each other.Why don’t we choose an auspicious day for them

and let Ann marry Steve?” If someone made this public, it would be a
disgrace to their two families, although Carlo had stopped the spread of
tonight’s events. Collin glanced at Ann, and Ann also looked at him at

this time. Ann knew that she couldn’t disgrace the family name.
Otherwise, Marilyn would be particularly disappointed in her. Ann
always knew that she lived in the Chaney’s in place of Jodie. Under
Collin’s gaze, Ann lowered her head silently. If Ann couldn’t marry
Frank, she would have to marry Steve. What had happened tonight had

been spread out. In these aristocratic families, no one would be willing to
marry her. In the eyes of others, she was just a pawn of the Chaney



family. Ann had been living carefully all this time, just wanting to live a
rich life. Under everyone’s expectant gazes, Collin slowly said, “As long
as Ann is willing to marry Steve, we have no objections.” Collin’s words
made Ann feel at ease instantly. As long as Collin agreed, Marilyn, Jason,
and Aiden would not have objections. After all, she knew about them

very much. Ann looked up at Marilyn uneasily, but Marilyn was looking
at Ann coldly. Ann felt a little uneasy. She did not tell Marilyn about

what happened tonight. Now that something went wrong and Steve was

stupid enough to leak it out, Marilyn would definitely be angry with her.
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Steve shouted, “Dad, I don’t want to marry Ann.” When Carlo heard this,
his face darkened. He said angrily, “You bastard! Stop your nonsense!
“If you don’t like Ann, how do you want to explain what happened

tonight? “How are you going to give Mr. Chaney an explanation? How

are you going to give the Chaneys an explanation? You must be

responsible for Ann. “Steve, as a person, you can’t be ruthless!” Carlo
was furious as he looked at Steve. But this was the only solution. Ann
had agreed to marry Steve. If Steve refused, then the friendship between
the two families would end tonight.

“L…” Steve didn’t know what to say.

Although Jason had been present, he was always absent-minded. Aiden
also didn’t say anything. He didn’t have many feelings for Ann. Marilyn
insisted on bringing Ann back after Jodie was lost. However, Ann had
been carefully living in the Chaney’s. She wasn’t as lively as Jodie at all.
Gina glanced at Marilyn and then at Ann. She smiled elegantly and said,
“Mrs. Chaney, their marriage should be founded on love…” “Gina, I



know what you mean. You mean Steve doesn’t want to marry Ann
because he doesn’t love Ann.” Marilyn had always been straightforward.
She knew what Gina wanted to do. When Gina heard this, she forced a
smile. “Mrs. Chaney, you are mistaken about us. Steve may think that
this matter is too sudden. After all, nowadays, most young people get
married after the age of 30.” Marilyn sneered, “Ann can’t wait for Steve
for so long. Does Steve want to marry Ann? As long as you tell us your

answer now, we will never mention this matter again.” “Marilyn.” Collin
looked at Marilyn with some displeasure. After all, the Chaney family
and the Taylor family were old family friends. Marilyn’s words were a

bit unpleasant to hear. Marilyn glanced at Collin and said with a smile,
“Did I say something wrong? It’s obvious that Steve doesn’t want to

marry Ann. It’s said that forced love does not last. If Steve doesn’t want
to marry Ann, we can’t force him.” When Marilyn brought Ann home,
she would be responsible for Ann’s future life. Marilyn wouldn’t force
Ann to marry a man Ann disliked. Although Ann was not her biological
daughter, Ann had accompanied her for more than ten years. Therefore,
Marilyn wanted her to have a good life.

Ann looked at Marilyn uneasily. In fact, she had never understood her
mother since she was a child. Marilyn was strict with Ann. Ann had been
trying to live according to Marilyn’s requirements, but she felt that

she was very tired. Carlo saw that Gina was about to speak, so he spoke
first, “Marilyn, I think love grows over time. If Steve doesn’t marry Ann,
then he will have no chance to take over the Gita Group.”

When Steve heard this, he trembled. He knew that his father was

threatening him,



Gina frowned. This was not the result she wanted. Steve glanced at Ann.
Ann lost her virginity to him. He thought, “Even if I marry her, I won’t
suffer any losses.”
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Steve said with a smile, “I’ll marry her. Dad, you’re right. Love grows
over time. Besides, Ann and I grew up together. I think we’ll have a
good marriage.” When everyone heard this, their expressions were all
different. Collin said with a grave look, “Steve, you can’t regard your
marriage as a trifling matter. Have you thought it about? Ann is my

daughter, and we don’t want her to have an unhappy marriage. If you
don’t like her, we won’t force you.” Steve touched his nose. He thought,
“You shouldn’t ask me this question.” Collin should have asked Ann this
question because Ann was the one who regarded her marriage as a trifling
matter. Obviously, the person Ann liked was Frank, but she insisted on
marrying Steve. Now, Carlo threatened Steve with the Gita Group, so
Steve had to marry Ann.. With the Gita Group, Steve could have all
kinds of women he wanted. He was willing to marry Ann and make her a
trophy wife. Steve looked at Carlo and smiled, “Mr. Chaney, don’t worry.
I’m serious.”

= = Steve was willing to marry Ann just because he wanted to get th Ann
glanced at Steve and knew that Steve was not willing to marry her.
However, she had been set up by Steve and Gina. She must get revenge.
Steve was good-looking. His features were strongly defined. He was as
handsome as those famous stars. However, he was a womanizer and had
many lovers. Frank had always disliked her. In comparison, it would be
easier to marry Steve. Jason got up and took his coat. He said coldly,
“Since the matter has been resolved, I will leave first.” After he finished
speaking, he strode out with a long face. “Jason, do you have something



on your mind?” Ann turned and asked Jason who was passing by her.
Jason stopped and he glanced at Ann coldly, saying, “Mind your own

business.” After saying that, Jason left. Ann sadly stood where she was
and watched him leave. Ann just saw that Jason had been unhappy

recently and wanted to care about him. – However, Jason had always
treated her coldly. Marilyn also stood up and her face was full of fatigue.
She looked at the crowd and said, “Since the matter has been resolved,
let’s go back and rest. Gina, after you set a date, inform us.” Before Gina
could say anything, Marilyn hurriedly chased out. “Mom, slow down.”
Aiden helped Collin up. After they bid farewell to the Taylors, they went
out with Ann. Marilyn ran out and saw Jason taking a taxi. She quickly
walked over and stopped Jason. She asked angrily, “Jason, where are you
going?” Jason looked at Marilyn coldly and said, “Mom, I have followed
your request and break up with Sarah. Don’t interfere in my private life
anymore.” After Jason finished speaking, he got in the taxi and asked the
driver to leave.

Marilyn shouted as she looked at the taxi that was leaving, “Jason, come
back. It’s so late. Where are you

going?” She felt sad. She did this for the sake of Jason. Marrying a girl
who was born in the purple would help Jason have a bright future.

Marilyn had grown up in this circle and knew how cold the people in this
circle were. Only when the Chaney

family was enough powerful would they have a good life.

T!!!
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Collin, Aiden, and Ann also followed. Collin frowned and asked,
“Marilyn, did anything happen to Jason? Recently, it seems that
something was going on between you and him. Jason’s attitude towards
you is so cold.” Collin felt a little helpless. He got a lot of working
affairs every day, and now he even got home affairs to deal with. If Jodie
was still there, she would definitely make him happy and let him forget

all the troubles.

He missed her a lot! Collin shook his head. It was useless to think about
that now. Perhaps he was now aged, he missed Jodie more and more.
Marilyn glanced at him and shook her head. “It’s fine. Let’s go home!”
Aiden went to get the car. Marilyn walked towards Ann and looked at her
coldly. “Ann, tell me. Did Gina arrange everything tonight?” Collin
frowned as he heard that. Ann knew that Marilyn had long realized it, but
Ann could never admit it in front of Collin. Ann bit her lip uneasily and
replied in a low voice, “Mom, I don’t know what happened. When I

woke up, it just happened.” When Marilyn heard this, she frowned. It
was obvious that Marilyn did not believe Ann’s words. “Ann, I hope that
you can behave yourself. I will give you everything you want. But if you
have any thoughts that you should not have, don’t blame me for being
impolite.” Since she did not want Ann to be an ingrate, she had always
been strict with Ann. But Ann was not as innocent as she had imagined.
Ann was quite cunning. “Marilyn, how can you talk to Ann like that?”
Collin knew that Marilyn had always been straight with her words, but it
was very hurtful to be so straightforward. Marilyn glanced at him and

said calmly, “Just leave this to me. I will handle it well!” Collin shook
his head resignedly and said, “Fine. I won’t interfere. That’s not my
thing either.” He just had to concentrate on looking for Jodie! Seeing that
Aiden had pulled over, he directly got in the car. Marilyn glanced at Ann



and said in an emotionless voice, “Let’s go. We’ll talk about it when we

get back.”

Ann nodded and followed her with a sullen face. Gina returned home
gloomily. What happened tonight caught her off guard. Why would it be

Steve? This must be related to Frank. Her ideal daughter-in-law was not

Ann. However, with Carlo around, she couldn’t lose her temper. She
could only hold back her anger and go to sleep, but she failed to fall
asleep all night. As for Judith, after changing her clothes in the hotel, she
sat in the room waiting for Frank. She had no idea about the incident
between Steve and Ann. So, she slept very well that night and slept until
dawn. The next day, she went to work refreshed, but she found that
Frank and Gary were out. During lunch, Edwin told her that something
had happened in the Kimshire branch and that Gary and Frank had been
there early in the morning. The matter between Ann and Steve had not
been reported. However, it was already well known in the Line group of
the socialites. The unbearable videos had been spread in the group. Ann
was very uneasy when she saw those videos. Steve was recognized, but
Ann was not. Everyone was discussing who that girl was. But Ann knew
it clearly that she was just the girl and it would not be long before she
was guessed.
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It was the day for the employment application at the Taylor Group.
Although she could not marry Frank, she also wanted to enter the Taylor
Group with her capability. Ann had made up her mind that she must let
Frank know how capable she was. So she went on her way to the
personnel department of the Taylor Group well-prepared early in the
morning. As an orphan girl, she had always been living her days in fear.
She never knew what would happen in the next moment, nor did she



understand why fate treated her like this. She had never gotten what she
wanted.

After experiencing all kinds of changes in life, she had now shed the

initial impetuousness and looked at the world in a humble manner. Ann
entered the Taylor Group with a heavy heart, where she met Sherly at the
door. Seeing the file in Ann’s hand, Sherly glanced at Ann with disdain.
She mocked, “So Miss Chaney stop living off her parents and wants to

work now?” Sherly also came because of the recruitment information.
She was upset that Hana had always occupied the position of design
director. Now that finally there was a vacancy, there would be another
designer transferred from the branch company, and it was very likely to
be Judith. That was also why she came to the Taylor Group to apply for
a job. She wanted to prove that Judith White was exactly Judith Cooper.
Ann also looked back at her coldly and said sarcastically, “Same here.
What? Give up on leeching off your parents now?” “What has it got to

do with you?” What Sherly hated the most was the identity of Ann, a
phony adopted from an orphanage. Ann used to be arrogant in front of
Sherly, which made Sherly dislike her very much.When Sherly saw Ann,
she would think of Judith and her mood would be inexplicably bad.
Especially last night at the banquet, Judith had got Darlene’s recognition.
Thinking of that, Sherly was even more jealous. Sherly glared at Ann.
Others might not understand Ann, but Sherly knew her well. In front of
other people, Ann was arrogant and domineering. However, in front of
the Chaneys, Ann always acted like a gentle sheep. Especially when she
was with Frank,

she was a total goody-two-shoes. Sherly couldn’t help but feel angry at
the thought of Ann’s pretentious behaviors. “Then you don’t have the
right to ask me why I am here,” Ann shouted at her sullenly and walked
to the elevator. Steve had tormented her long last night.When she got up,
her waist and back still ached. When she thought of what happened last



night, she felt endless regrets and aggrievement. Sherly looked angrily at
Ann’s back. With Ann here, would she be able to get in? Fortunately,
she had already made arrangements in advance! Sherly smiled secretly
and followed. The elevator came and Sherly walked in on her 10cm high

heels. Ann, who was standing aside, looked pale. Sherly glanced at her.
Although they often argued, it was not to the point of ignoring each other.
Sherly asked, “Oh right, Ann. You guys stayed with the Taylors last
night. Who was the woman with Steve in the video?”

When Ann heard this, her calm mind was filled with a myriad of

thoughts and fear. This matter was a ticking time bomb. She didn’t even
know if Frank knew. She quickly roared back nervously, “How would I

know? Why don’t you ask Steve about it?” Her relationship with Steve
had not been announced yet. She regretted what she had done right after
she went home last night.
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Sherly was stunned by Ann’s roar. “You can just say you don’t know.
Why are you shouting at me?” Sherly glared back at her fiercely and then
turned away angrily. There were only them in the elevator. Thus the
atmosphere instantly became a little strange. When the elevator arrived,
Ann walked out first. Sherly followed behind her. They went to the hall
and saw that the applicants had queued up in a long line. “Fuck! Is the
Taylor Group that good? So many applicants have come for three

positions!” Sherly instantly lost her confidence. “If you don’t have the
confidence, go back. Don’t make a fool of yourself here.” Ann glanced at
her. Ann felt worried in recalling the design that Darlene had assigned
her, of which the theme was autumn. It wasn’t finished yet. The question
setter was weird, no wonder why the theme was so strange. Ann
wondered Judith would hand in the design before her. She was under a



lot of pressure this time, but it was also a rare opportunity. If she
succeeded, she would be famous throughout this opportunity. As Ann
was speaking, she saw Judith, Edwin, and Myla walking over. Judith did
not expect that Ann and Sherly were also the applicants. She remembered
that Sherly also studied design and Sherly’s family also owned a clothing
company. Why would she come here? “Oh! Here comes the newly
promoted director.” Sherly looked at Judith with disdain, and the corners
of her mouth curled into a mocking smile.

Judith knew Sherly. As the beloved daughter of the Cooper family,
Sherly had always been arrogant. With a professional smile on her face,
Judith said in a flat tone, “Ms. Cooper also wants to work in the Taylor
Group?” No emotions could be told from such a faint sentence. “What?
You can be here. Why can’t I?” Sherly glanced at Judith with an
unfriendly expression. She must find out whether Judith White was

Judith Cooper or not. As for Ann, she only stood quietly aside. With one

hand in his pocket, Edwin smiled. “Ms. Cooper, please be polite. This is
the Taylor Group, not the Cooper Enterprise. If you are here to cause
trouble, please leave. We don’t accept biting dogs.” Edwin was famous
for being sharp-tongued in the circle. Many girls had received the most
unforgettable damage from him. “Edwin, you…” Sherly was so angry

that her eyes were wide open as she glared at Edwin. Her eyes
immediately reddened, but she quieted down. She really wanted to work
in the Taylor Group. They recruited people only because they had
expanded their business this year. Many people had longed for a position
in the Taylor Group. None of their employees could be underestimated

The people who came to apply were called in one by one and came out
very quickly. They all left with disappointed expressions. Judith knew
about the recruitment this time. This year’s autumn clothing design had
been decided. The people who were to be recruited at the moment were
for the Market Department and the Sales Department. They needed to



communicate with the customer service staff. Those people would also
be in her team. They needed three people. One of them should be very

familiar with the fabric and be able to accurately grasp the trend of the
fabric.

Judith had been too busy to handle all the things alone, meantime they
had expanded the business. So the Taylor Group announced the
recruitment information. In all, these three people had to be familiar with
the market and clear about the trend of every season. Judith took a look.
There were still many people waiting for the interview. She glanced at
Edwin. She had to go

to the meeting anyway. The design of the new autumn products had been

recognized and therefore they had to make the overall development
strategy and market plan in advance.

Judith said, “Edwin, let’s go!”
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“OK!” Edwin nodded calmly and glanced at Ann with his clear eyes
before leaving, Myla gave Sherly a cheering gesture and left with Judith,

Ann, on the other hand, did not say anything from the beginning to the

end, Ann did not dare to look at Edwin at all. He was Frank’s secretary
and friend. He knew everything about Frank, He must know what

happened last night. How she hoped what happened last night was just a

dream, Ann and Sherly stood in place, not saying a word. Watching one

left after another with disappointment, they were quite unsettled,

The recruitment requirements of the Taylor Group were extremely high.
Although they both knew about design, because of their wealthy families,



they had never officially worked as an employee. But they knew the

trend of new products in every season well. Judith only focused on her
work and didn’t take the recruitment to heart.When it was time to get off

work, she got off work on time. However, just as she stepped out of the
company, she was blocked by a woman. “Ms. White, can I have a
minute?”

Judith realized that it was the woman who had splashed wine on her last
night. Jolie carefully looked at Judith as if she had never been arrogant
and impolite to Judith. Unexpectedly, after only one night, her face was
now haggard and pale, and her expression was extremely nervous. When

Judith thought about how Jolie had deliberately splashed red wine on her,
Judith’s expression turned extremely cold. “There’s nothing I want to
talk to you about.” Jolie anxiously looked at Judith and nervously said,
“Ms. White, I know that I was in the wrong at the banquet. I can
apologize. I’m sorry, I’m really sorry! Please ask Mr. Taylor to
reconsider the cooperation with the Kent family.” Hearing this, Judith
frowned in confusion. Judith wondered, “What does she mean? Why

does Jolie come to me for the contract? What does it have to do with

me?” Judith, who had been busy all this time, did not know what had

happened in the circle today. Frank had terminated all the cooperation
with the Kent family. Frank had been, as always, decisive and ruthless in
the business world. Judith was about to speak, but a cold voice came
from behind. “Miss Kent, this has nothing to do with Ms. White. You’ve
begged the wrong person.” It was Edwin. Judith quickly turned back to
look at Edwin, who had changed into a gray hoodie. It was the clothes
made by Adam’s company. Judith could tell at a glance. Jolie quickly
looked at Edwin. All of the orders today were given by Edwin. The Kent
family had always relied on cooperation with the Taylor Group. She had
never thought that a glass of red wine and a few oral personal attacks
would make her family bankrupt. She rushed to Edwin and cried,



“Edwin…” “Go away!” Edwin did not give her a chance to speak, He
glanced at Judith and said, “Ms. White, leave this to me!”

Judith nodded her head in confusion. She wanted to ask Edwin about
what happened, but Jolie was here. Moreover, she still had things to do,
so she really had to go. She said goodbye to Edwin, “Goodbye, Edwin!”
Edwin nodded and glanced at Jolie as Judith left.

Looking at Judith’s back, Edwin felt that she looked particularly thin
under the setting sun. But she was strong as well. His gaze was
complicated and his beautiful eyes narrowed slightly. The most difficult
thing in the world was to think for others wholeheartedly.
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Frank would do anything for Judith.

As Judith walked away, Edwin glanced at Jolie, warning her in a cold
tone, “Ms. Kent, it’s too late. Stop making a fool of yourself. The person
who asked you to provoke Judith was to blame.”

After Edwin finished speaking, he left in a relaxed manner.

He stared at the setting sun. Only by enduring all the pain would one
truly understand the fickleness of human nature.

Frank had been hurt a lot. That was why he never allowed anyone to hurt
the people he cared about. To protect his friend, he could break a contract
worth tens of millions without hesitation.



Jolie stood there in a daze for a while. She crossed her arms and slowly
squatted on the ground, looking lonely and helpless.

The people passing by glanced at her and left in a hurry.

She looked painful. This terrible thing caught her off guard. She had
thought her father was joking. It was just a glass of red wine. How could

Frank terminate all the contracts with them?

But this morning, when Jolie was still asleep, her father woke her up and
slapped her in the face.

She did not know what had happened.

But then her sister came in and told her everything in tears. Jolie got to
realize how serious it was. Her family went bankrupt overnight. It made
her feel great pain. She destroyed her family. Sherly had encouraged
Jolie to humiliate Judith. Sherly always spoke ill of people behind their
backs, and Jolie was easily fooled by her.

Jolie had realized her mistake.

She sat on the side of the road, crying miserably. The whole day, she and
her father were busy looking for help. Unfortunately, no one was willing
to help them. Instead, they humiliated her. Only then did she understand
the fickleness of human nature. Judith went home and got down to
business. Her son would come tomorrow. She was pressed for time.

After she got everything prepared, she made herself dinner. After that,
she sat next to the computer with a cup of coffee, thinking about the topic
that Darlene talked about.



She knew that Darlene was famous in the fashion world and had a high
reputation.

If she could become Darlene’s apprentice, she would be famous, too.

Judith was trying to know more about Darlene.

She had found a lot of information about Darlene online.

Darlene had never been married.When Darlene was young, she had been
in a relationship. However, her boyfriend betrayed her. From then on,
she had lived alone, Beyond that, her life was quite perfect. She knew
what she wanted to do, and she had been striving for her goal all her life.
Judith glanced over all kinds of information about Darlene. Finally, she
found one of the posts on Darlene’s Twitter.

There was a beautiful picture of Darlene with four lines of words written
on it.
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“People who live muddle-headed are easy to be happy, while people who
live sober are easy to get worried.” These few words seemed to have

described Darlene’s entire life. Judith gently stroked her chin and quietly
stared at the words. Sometimes, the things lost in life never really
belonged to you. Love wouldn’t last. The biggest regret of Darlene’s life
was her romantic relationship. But why was the topic “Autumn”?, Judith
continued to search for information about Darlene, It was already ten
o’clock in the evening, but she hadn’t found anything special, Judith
leaned back on the back of the chair with a strawberry lollipop in her
mouth. She sorted out the information she had gathered in her mind. She
decided to keep trying tomorrow. Suddenly, her phone rang. It was from



her mother. Judith quickly picked it up. “Hello! Mom.” “Judy, I’ve
packed all of Lucas’ things. He will come over tomorrow morning. I will
get back after Emily’s art exhibition is over. “Emily’s two paintings were
chosen by the exhibition. When Emily grows a little older, she can
organize her own art exhibition. An art teacher takes a fancy to Emily’s
work. Emily has been very happy these past few days.” Judith was also
very happy, “Mom, thank you. The house is great. It only needs a little
renovation. “We can move into our new home soon.” Judith was
overjoyed when she thought of the house. “Okay! I will send our things
there little by little. Give me the address later. “I’ve applied plane service
for Lucas. Don’t worry.” “Okay, Mom.” Judith smiled happily. With her

mother and children around, she was always full of energy. “Judy, Lucas
wants to speak to you.” “Alright!” “Mom!” Lucas said on the other side
of the line. “Lucas,” Judith smiled and replied, “I will pick you up at the
airport on time tomorrow.” “Okay, mom, good night,” Lucas said
affectionately. “Good night, baby.” Judith smiled. She hung up the phone.
She turned off the computer happily and got ready to sleep. The next day,
Judith arrived at the company on time. Frank and Gary hadn’t come back.
Only Edwin was there. Judith walked over and smiled, “Good morning,
Edwin!” “Good morning, Ms. White.” Edwin smiled at Judith. Judith
smiled back politely. “Edwin, I will finish my work this morning, and I
want to ask for half a day off.” Frank was not here, so she had to tell
Edwin. “Alright!” Edwin readily agreed. Looking at Judith’s smiling face,
he smiled, too. Frank and Gary would come back today. “Thank you!”
Judith smiled and nodded.

“Wow! I’ve never been here. Ann, this place is really luxurious!” An
excited voice came from behind Edwin and Judith. They both turned
around.
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